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ABSTRACT  

Vehicular Ad Hoc NETworks (VANET) has turn up as a stand to support intelligent vehicles communication, transport safety and 

performance.Road accidents and traffic congestion are the significant issues of metropolitan territories. In spite of the fact that endless 

arrangements are given for these issues, still there is no fitting answer for street mishap recognition. Likewise, because of the deferral in arriving 

at the emergency vehicle to the mishap area and accordingly the gridlock in the middle of the mishap area and clinic expands the probabilities of 

the passing of the person in question. Thus, it is needed to give handheld answer for the general public.This paper introduces a handheld solution 

to reduce the loss of life due to accidents and the time taken by the ambulance to reach the hospital. First, the proposed system finds out the road 

accidents automatically with the help of sensors in intelligent vehicles.  Second, an alert is sent to all nearby hospitals after the road accident. 

This system maintains a database server which holds all hospital details in around the city. A GPS or GSM gadget in the concerned vehicle will 

send the area character of the mishap to the close by medical clinics through primary worker and afterward a rescue vehicle from very closest 

clinic is shipped off the mishap spot. Alongside these, there would be an effect of traffic inside the way of the emergency vehicle utilizing RF 

correspondence. This will limit the hour of ambulances to arrive at the clinic.Third, this system maintains another database for all kind of 

mechanical services. This system provides support to the roadsiders while the vehicle got breakdown or any other service issues in the vehicle. It 

also saves the time of the driver and unnecessary delay. Altogether, this system provides the appropriate handheld solution to the vehicle drivers 

and the society. 
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Introduction  
 

Now a day the automobile industry has started their 

perception based on intelligent vehicles. Intelligent vehicles 

communicated with integrated hardware and software 

components. This feature also gives a better driver 

assistance and customer satisfaction. A VANET includes 

this kind of vehicles to provide improved and secured 

information to the drivers about his safety, roadside 

accidents, and congestion in traffic and so on.The 

automobile industry concentrates on crossroad conditions, 

Highway situation, weather conditions and vehicle 

monitoring applications. These safety applications [1][7] 

become an essential for Vehicle networks. Also, these safety 

applications brought the drivers are good to predict 

exceptions in vehicle networks. 

  

This papersupports the society to detect the accident,to 

notifythe nearby hospitals for getting ambulance and to 

provide mechanical service assistance [2][6] for any vehicle 

problems.To reduce the normal response time which are 

reported by vehicles in this area, RSUs can utilize the fog 

nodes.  

 

The objectives of this paper mentioned as follows: first, 

Ambulance during accident location, second, It is very 

helpful to reach the hospital on time, third, User meet any 

vehicle is the purpose of our project is to reduce waiting  

time of the amuses find nearby mechanic details , intimate to 

them for clearance of vehicle condition. 

 

Every vehicle would be online right from the finish of 

assembling up to the use by clients. The vast majority of the  

 

administrations identified with vehicles would be accessible 

on the web. The administrations incorporate status of 

vehicles, yearly investigation report by power, street charge 

installment status, fix or administration history, and so forth. 

The administration cost of vehicles would be radically 

decreased. This is because of the online accessibility and 

convenient hint of administration related data. The future 

parts of IoV are splendid with the presumption that the 

previously mentioned difficulties and issues would be 

settled. A summed up perspective on the advancement of 

vehicular correspondence is portrayed in making an away 

from of IoV ahead. IoV would get novel highlights each 

field of car directly from assembling up to the client 

experience [5]. A portion of these highlights of future 

vehicular interchanges are presented beneath. 

 

The issues identified with working models are portrayed as 

follows, Traditional traffic the board plans are 

predominantly founded on concentrated control instruments 

[3], presenting hefty burdens on the traffic the executives 

worker and causing a huge reaction delay. Accordingly, step 

by step instructions to build up a decentralized system 

model to manage the traffic in metropolitan locales ought to 

be analyzed. Notwithstanding the way that dimness enlisting 

is promising to offload loads for the traffic the board 

laborer, the foundation and position of murkiness center 

points without requiring additional association costs are 

trying. Besides, how to plan and leveling traffic loads 

among dimness centers moreover reserve the privilege to be 

a lot of considered. With confined computational resources 

and low torpidity necessities for progressing applications in 

tremendous extension vehicular associations, how to offload 
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network traffic in an improved manner must be made.  

 

We plan an offloading computation for Real-time Traffic the 

load up in fog based IoV systems, named FORT, to restrict 

the typical response period of the traffic the heads specialist 

for messages. The traffic the chiefs structure as a covering 

system, and see the cloudlet as a dealing with laborer subject 

to a M=M=n line. We further model left and moving 

vehicle-based fog center points according to coating 

speculation. We trust this spearheading work can illuminate 

how to use both left and moving vehicles as haze 

frameworks to broaden the office of mists.  

 

The advantages of this proposed work is as per the 

following: we build up a three-layer framework model [4], 

dividing the entire city into a few locales for dispersed 

administration. The cloudlet and haze layers give likely 

computational limits and assets for message preparing 

without requiring extra organization costs. We model left 

and moving vehicle-based dimness centers according to 

coating theory, and measure the typical response time 

subject to their dealing with limits. Specifically, we make 

the assurance that moving vehicle-based fog center points 

can be viewed as a laborer with a M=M=1 line. To our best 

data, this is the chief work to give a distinct arrangement 

about how to utilize left and moving vehicles as fog centers. 

A mathematical structure is cast to explore the offloading 

issue by message stream booking among the cloudlet and 

murkiness centers. Moreover, an unpleasant technique with 

time multifaceted nature of O(m4) is proposed to handle the 

figured improvement issue, and two subsystems are formed 

to show up at the objective one small step at a time. 

 

The benefits and highlights of the proposed model decrease 

the holding up season of the rescue vehicle and the patient 

can get admitted to the close by clinic. Likewise, utilization 

of SPM calculation (Support Vector Machine) arranges the 

information in the genuine dataset and utilization of Spider 

calculation message change (Notification) is quick. Clients' 

entrance is all around created and any vehicle issues happen 

effectively to contact the technician close by the reliant area. 

 

Related Work: 

 

This section of the paper describes the other research work 

concern to vehicular ad hoc networks related to intelligent 

vehicles and its safety applications. The authors of [8] 

described such as a routing algorithm and also provide users 

evaluate their queries and their data.A few steering 

conventions for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETS), 

counting the prominent Ad hoc On-Demand Distance 

Vector Routing (AODV) and Optimized Link State Routing 

(OLSR), propose the use of discontinuous messages (Hello 

messages) to recognize neighbor centers. In the wake of 

getting the primary Hello message from one of its 

neighbors, a center starts the association identifying task by 

setting up a distinguishing clock. Each time another Hello 

message is gotten from a comparable neighbor, the 

recognizing clock is restarted and the association length is 

drawn out. If the distinguishing clock slips, it shows a long 

time length without tolerating a Hello message and, 

accordingly, the association is seen as broken. The 

transmission repeat of the Hello messages and the end 

assessment of the distinguishing clock truly depends upon 

center's conveyability: if the center points are moving 

quickly and the Hello messages are rarely sent, the neighbor 

center points can be in correspondence go anyway they are 

not perceived; in a comparative circumstance, if the pass 

assessment of the identifying clock is unreasonably high, an 

association is recognized broken past the final turning point. 

In this paper, we consider a MANET under the Random 

Waypoint adaptability model. We research the association 

between the transmission repeat of the Hello messages and 

the identifying clock pass a motivator with the association 

center point's conveyability. We formally close the 

probability of association presence after β seasons of 

transmission of the Hello message. The probability is later 

used to portray the identifying clock pass regard, 

considering a given probability that the Hello message 

transmission misfires. Finally, we survey our assessment 

through both numerically examination and amusements, 

which certifies the sufficiency and precision of our 

procedure. 

 

In this paper[9] they described such as a Dummy- Location 

Selection (DLS) and also provide Data and information are 

stored in a secured (Encrypted) manner.Area Based Service 

has become an essential aspect of our everyday life. To 

address the security issue, we propose a Dummy-Location 

Selection (DLS) calculation to accomplish k-secrecy for 

clients in LBS. Unique in relation to existing methodologies, 

the DLS calculation cautiously chooses sham area thinking 

about that side data might be misused by foes. We initially 

pick these fake areas dependent on the entropy metric and 

afterward propose an upgraded DLS calculation, to ensure 

that the chose fakers areas are spread beyond what many 

would consider possible. Assessment results show that the 

proposed DLS calculation can altogether improve the 

protection level regarding entropy. The upgraded DLS 

calculation can extend the shrouding district while keeping 

comparative protection level as the DLS calculation. 

 

In this paper [10]they described such as a mixed-integer 

nonlinear program (MINLP) and also provide user 

location.In customary portable group detecting applications, 

coordinators need members exact areas for ideal assignment 

distribution, e.g., limiting chosen laborers go separation to 

task area. Be that as it may, the presentation of their areas 

raises security concerns. Particularly for the individuals who 

are not inevitably chosen for any assignment, their area 

protection is yielded futile. Henceforth, in this paper, we 

propose an area security safeguarding task allotment 

structure with geo-jumbling to ensure clients areas during 

task tasks. So as to accomplish ideal undertaking portion 

with such differential geo-confusion, we detail a blended 

number nonlinear programming issue to limit the normal 

travel separation of the chose laborers under the requirement 

of differential privacy.Evaluation results on both 

reenactment and true client portability follows show the 

viability of our proposed system. 
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In this paper [11] they described such as a Wireless service 

providers (WSPs) and also detect the user timing, 

communication secure.Vehicular impromptu 

network(VANET) is a rising sort of organization which 

encourages vehicles on streets to convey for driving 

safety.The fundamental thought is to permit discretionary 

vehicles to communicate specially appointed 

messages(e.g.traffic mishaps) to other vehicles.However, 

this raises the worry of security and privacy.Messages ought 

to be marked and confirmed before they are trusted while 

the genuine character of vehicles ought not be uncovered, 

however recognizable by approved party.We additionally 

give the primary gathering correspondence convention to 

permit vehicles to verify and safely speak with others in a 

gathering of known vehicles. 

 

Two distinct models [12] were proposed to demonstrate the 

organization determination measure. The primary model 

depends on different characteristic dynamic (MADM) 

procedures, while the subsequent model depends on the 

Markov choice cycle (MDP). Additionally, the organization 

determination measure is displayed utilizing a period 

ceaseless Markov chain, and the presentation of the 

proposed structure (VECOS) is widely assessed through 

NS2-based reproductions thinking about the instance of two 

remote access innovations, to be specific, WiFi and cell 

organizations. The acquired outcomes represent that in 

examination with traditional vertical handoff instruments 

whereby WiFi is constantly chosen at whatever point it 

opens up, the proposed structure guarantees better QoS and 

accomplishes better QoE for the duration of the hour of the 

got administration and the portability way of the client, even 

on account of blunders in the forecast of the client's 

versatility. 

 

Network Prototype: 

 

The proposed system model consists of three layers which 

referred as the cloud layer, cloudlet layer and the fog layer. 

The cloud layer is producedwith traffic management server 

(TMS) and trust third authorities. TMS is processed and 

validated of all uploaded messages by vehicles in wide area. 

Trust third authorities administer the users’ credentials and 

rewards of the vehicle network system. This layer is always 

out-of-the-way from the vehicles. The cloudlet layer is 

formed either inside or around the vehicles which contains 

the information about road traffic conditions within the 

specific area. There is various street side units (RSUs) 

mounted for going about as schedulers or passageways to 

plan transferred messages to side of the road vehicles. This 

cloudlet layer oversees transferred messages brought about 

by vehicles inside. Mist layer is framed with vehicles inside 

the correspondence scopes of RSUs. Left and moving 

vehicles accessible in the side of the road are used as haze 

hubs and transferred messages legitimately for abridge the 

reaction time.  

 

The proposed use of this paper recommends a decentralized 

organization structure [13] and deals with the information 

cycle freely in every locale.Intelligent vehicles available in 

this model employs with cloudlet and fog nodes for TMS to 

reduce its burdens. This network structure increases the 

response time because of the cloudlet and fog nodes are 

nearer to terminals. The vehicles can upload the messages 

such as traffic jams, road accidents, road surface damages, 

and so on. This network application consists of several 

modules named as Admin module, User module, 

Ambulance Service module and Vehicle Service module. 

The following figure shows the services provided by these 

modules and communication among these modules. 

 

 

 
 

Figure: Network Application Prototype 

 

 

Cloudlet Formation and Fog node services: 

 

The cloud owner stores the entire traffic storage medium 

which enhances the traffic management and accident 

management system from the fog server.The information is 

stored in the system and can be accessed by the moving and 

parked vehicles that are involved in the system. When a new 

user arrives the application user must enter the personal 

details such as user name, user age,package detail, no of 

days, and user contact details. The user registers the details 

and gets consumer id and password.User authentication 

describes the details of registered information and login 

credentials. The administrator andconsumer have their own 

unique login credentials to protect from unauthorized access 

according to their levels. 

 

RSUs collect the data as the messages and then storedinto 

the base station located nearby stations [14].Now, the sensed 

data has collected from the intelligent vehicles are compared 

to the dataset available in base station. Once, the data 

validation is succeeded then it will be passed into target 

location. After the decentralized automobile management 

system has done this comparison and validation of 

messages, the normal data will be sent to a fog node services 

and the abnormal condition messages will be sentas 

intimation to ambulance services. The ambulance 
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management services take care of these message and act 

immediately for saving the lives of the people. 

 

The drivers and other users met any kind of vehicle 

complaints during their voyage [15]. The proposed 

prototype formed another cloudlet which contains the 

information about mechanical workshops and service points 

nearby complained vehicles’ location. This cloudlet 

provides a space to users for finding the service points 

through the simple mobile application environment. The 

mobile application gives the available vehicle mechanic 

details nearby complaint location.Then, the mechanic will 

be informed for clearance of vehicle condition. 

 

The plan of this cloudlet and mist hub administrations are 

the way toward characterizing the components, for example, 

the design, modules, parts, interfaces of those segments and 

the information as transferred messages. The accompanying 

use case figure fulfills the particular needs and necessities of 

business or association through the building of cognizant 

and well-running framework. 

 

 

Figure: Use cases of Cloudlet and Fog node services 

 

Entire system keeps many data in different 

locations which are all stored in servers [16]. The number of 

servers can vary according to the situations with respect to 

the cloudlet and the number of offload messages. The 

servers can interact with the RSUs for uploading messages 

to the fog nodes related to the scenario happened in the real 

time. So, the safety applications of the vehicles handle the 

more data organization in the whole system. The following 

entity relationship diagram shows the visual representation 

of data organization that describes how the data is related to 

one another. 

  

Figure: Illustrationof uploaded messages 
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PERFORMANCE INVESTIGATIONS 

 

Wireless communication is omnipresentdue to its flexibility 

to vary at dissimilarsituations. Versatile Ad Hoc Networks 

(MANETS) is a consistently fluctuating organization 

geography for handheld mobiles gadgets. Vehicular Ad Hoc 

Networks (VANETS) sends a model of MANETs for 

constantly changing vehicular movement. The hubs or 

vehicles as in VANETS can move around without any limits 

on their heading and speed.This unpredicted motion of 

vehicles creates new questionsto researchers concerningthe 

protocol design. Experiments and analysis are go through 

with simulated environments before it will be used for 

commercial purpose in the society [17].Theoretical concept 

of offloading algorithm for enabling roadside safety is 

measured with different properties of newly modelled view. 

This simulation conducted based on the corporate roads and 

its vehicles traces by concern corporate systems. 

 

Environmental Setup 

 

Simulations are accomplished using Network Simulator 

with version 2.34 along with the required patches. The road 

traffic scenario is created in SUMO v1.3.1 (Simulation of 

Urban MObility) which is integrated with NS2. The traffic 

scenario file from sumo simulator is loaded into ns2 

simulator for real time simulation. This model is mapped 

with the modern city map in tamilnadu. This scenario uses 

the standard topology based routing protocols [18] AODV 

or DSR to analyze the VANET performance. The simulation 

model is designed with traffic of 10 to 100 vehicles which 

are all configured with the minimum speed of 1km/h to 

maximum speed of 60 km/h. It uses CBR as the data transfer 

type at the rate of 3 Mbps to 27 Mbps. It takes the offload 

message packet size as either 500 bytes or 900 bytes 

according to the scenario. We collect the data from the 

simulation run of 50s, 100s, 150s and 200s.  

 

Strategy Analysis 

 

The above scenario shows the Fog nodes and RSUs are 

formed in the vehicle network. A small circle indicated in 

the simulation environment was the communication range of 

that node. A message is transmitted by the fog nodes to 

nearby RSU nodes. 

 

Though the RSU has more computation power than fog 

nodes in real time scenarios, we considered both a same. 

This mapped environment divides into several regions 

according its administrative solutions. Every district has a 

cloudlet and a few RSUs. It is expected that the organization 

delay between the pair of RSUs is 0.1 ≤ N (0.15, 0.05) ≤ 0.2.  

We consider the current plan as s randomized methodology.  

 

This procedure fills in as follows: After getting offload 

messages by RSUs, it diverts haphazardly to haze hubs for 

additional preparing. The possibility of this technique is to 

augment the outstanding tasks at hand of mist hubs. The 

nearby offload message streams not handled by mist hubs 

and it will be transferred to the cloudlet for preparing. 

 

Simulation Results 

  

The strategy analysis describes both randomized strategy 

and offload algorithm strategy of vehicular network 

applications. This section demonstrates the simulation 

results of both strategies regarding the cloudlet and fog 

nodes based on intelligent vehicles. The following graphs 

illustrates the average response time for various parameter 

of vehicle scenario.  

 

 
Figure: Average response time vs number of Fog nodes 

 

The above figure demonstrates the performance of the 

common response time with the number of fog nodes for the 

whole scenario.  This scenario specifies the total number of 

road side parked vehicle based fog nodes whereas the 

cloudlet randomly generates the fog nodes at each RSU as 

defined as . For example, if the number of fog nodes is 

75, the average response time is 3.78 seconds as per the 

randomized strategy whereas our strategy takes 0.86 

seconds only. Anyhow both strategies have drop in their 

average response time when the number of fog nodes 

becomes large. This happens because of more powerful 

abilities in the intelligent vehicles. As a result, more 

messages handled concurrently in the scenarios which can 

reduce the average response time mostly. 

 

 
Figure: Average response time vs number of offloaded 

messages per second 
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The above figure exhibits the presentation of basic reaction 

time with transferred offload message appearance rate for 

the whole framework. Message appearance rate for each 

RSU has been produced arbitrarily concerning the whole 

framework which is characterized as ∑_(i=1)^n▒mi. At 

what time this offload message appearance rate expands, the 

randomized system builds the normal reaction time too. Yet, 

the proposed procedure discreetly expands the normal 

reaction time regarding the message appearance rate. For 

instance, if the message appearance rate is 400 every 

second, the normal reaction time is 3.61 seconds though 

offload calculation shows 0.91 seconds as it were. This 

minimization happens due to cloudlet decreases the normal 

reaction time.  

 

CONCLUSION 
 

This paper suggested a reasonable course of action that 

enables moderating of consistent traffic the chiefs in fog 

based Internet of Vehicles structures. This plan proposed for 

restricting the typical system response time. The basic 

broadened model for left and moving vehicle based fog 

centers by coating speculation. Specifically, this paper wrap 

up those moving vehicle-based fog center points can be 

shown as a M/M/1 line. Thereafter, it is mathematically 

arranged an improvement answer for the murkiness engaged 

offloading issue. A normal methodology is made to deal 

with the began issue by arranging the message stream 

assignment among different murkiness centers. The future 

pieces of IoV are wonderful with the assumption that the 

recently referenced troubles and issues would be settled. IoV 

would secure novel features each field of vehicle 

straightforwardly from gathering up to the customer 

experience. In this future work, it will consider how to 

utilize vehicles outside the correspondence extents of RSUs 

as cloudiness center points to offload loads for TMS. 
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